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Bestselling Christian author David Lee Martin presents The Mighty Dinosaurs in the first book of the God's
Amazing Creation Series, for young readers and parents who want to provide great Bible based reading for
their kids. God created these amazing creatures on day 5 and 6 of creation, and ever since they have been a
subject of fascination for eager minds. What totally awesome creatures these mighty lizards were! From an
informed Biblical perspective Bible Scholar and children's writer, David Lee Martin, takes the subject of
dinosaurs by the horns and provides a fabulous Biblical foundation for young minds to understand the history
and wonder of these amazing creations of God. Written for young readers, the book uses carefully chosen
pictures and text to teach children the truth about dinosaurs.
There is so much material on the market that seeks to undermine the authenticity of our belief in God as
Creator. This often takes the form of unscientific theories like evolution that are taught as fact, even though to
this day they remain entirely unproven. The Bible provides the foundation for all of our lives, not just the
spiritual side. Every area of our thinking should be shaped by it’s infallible truths. I think that it is important to
place quality materials in the hands of our children, ones that discuss subjects from the Biblical worldview.
The richly illustrated book includes short, illustrated, easy to read chapters including... * Where did the
dinosuars come from? * Dinosaurs in the sea * Flying Dinosaurs * Dinosaurs on the land * Fossils *
Dinosaurs on the ark? * Dinosaur Eggs * Dinosaur Footprints * Dino dinners * How BIG were the dinosaurs?
* Dinosaurs in the Bible? * Myths and Legends * Tyrannosaurus Rex * Stegosaurus * Triceratops *
Corythosaurus * The Sauropods * Velociraptor * What happened to the dinosaurs? * Dinosaur Jokes *
Different Kinds of Dinosaurs

